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Abstract. Occlusion is one of the most difficult challenges in the area of visual tracking. We propose an occlu-
sion handling framework to improve the performance of local tracking in a smart camera view in a multicamera
network. We formulate an extensible energy function to quantify the quality of a camera’s observation of a par-
ticular target by taking into account both person–person and object–person occlusion. Using this energy function,
a smart camera assesses the quality of observations over all targets being tracked. When it cannot adequately
observe of a target, a smart camera estimates the quality of observation of the target from view points of other
assisting cameras. If a camera with better observation of the target is found, the tracking task of the target is
carried out with the assistance of that camera. In our framework, only positions of persons being tracked are
exchanged between smart cameras. Thus, communication bandwidth requirement is very low. Performance
evaluation of our method on challenging video sequences with frequent and severe occlusions shows that
the accuracy of a baseline tracker is considerably improved. We also report the performance comparison to
the state-of-the-art trackers in which our method outperforms. © 2017 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.26.5.051407]
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, intelligent visual surveillance is one of the
most active research areas in computer vision due to a
high demand in automatic extraction of useful information
from a large amount of videos captured by surveillance cam-
eras. Computer vision tasks in intelligent visual surveillance
include essential low-level tasks, such as detection, segmen-
tation, and tracking of multiple targets as well as high-level
tasks such as behavior analysis, activity recognition, and so
on. Among these tasks, visual tracking of multiple people in
an uncontrolled environment is one of the most challenging
tasks due to the nonrigid nature of the human body and
object–person/person–person occlusion. When multiple peo-
ple are moving around in the scene, which usually contains
static occluders, a person may sometimes be occluded by
another person(s) or object(s) in the scene in a particular
camera view. Many occlusion handling techniques have
been proposed in visual tracking literature.

Despite being limited to a fixed single view, many single
camera tracking systems1–7 are able to track occluded targets
reliably using various occlusion prediction and handling
techniques. The limitation of single view tracking systems
can be avoided by deploying a network of cameras with
overlapping views. Since observations of a target from differ-
ent viewpoints are available, local tracking in each camera
view can take advantage using these observations in a smar-
ter way to handle occlusion. Therefore, as a first contribution
in this paper, we propose an occlusion handling framework
for local tracking in the view of a smart camera by request-
ing assistance of other smart cameras that have better

observations over occluded targets. In this way, cameras
assist each other to improve their local tracking accuracy
while reducing computational power requirement. Similar
to the aforementioned multicamera trackers,8,9 local tracking
results can be fused to produce more accurate joint position
estimates. Some camera networks contain battery operated
smart cameras that usually communicate wirelessly with
other cameras in the network. If battery life is a constraint,
these cameras can only be used as assisting cameras as they
can be switched to a standby power saving mode when their
assistance is not needed.

The reliability of an observation of a target from a particu-
lar camera view must be first quantified to check if a reason-
ably accurate estimation of the target’s state can be made
from the current view. If not, the same reliability measure-
ment is made in the viewpoints of assisting cameras where
the job of tracking the target is assigned to the camera with
the highest reliability. For this purpose, we propose an
energy function that incorporates object–person occlusion,
person–person occlusion, as well as the coverage of field
of view (FOV) into a single number, which is a second
contribution of this paper. The proposed energy function
can be computed locally in a smart camera at runtime without
additional information from other cameras. Therefore, no
intercamera communication is required in camera selection
process. However, once the best suited camera for assisting
in occlusion handling is selected, transmission and receiving
of the positions of persons being tracked are required. Since
this intercamera communication involves an exchange of the
positions of persons (usually two numbers per person), the
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bandwidth requirement is significantly lower compared to
sending complete images, appearance models, feature points,
and so on. Depending on the nature of a baseline tracker, our
energy function can be extended by taking into account other
terms such as the size of a target in the camera view, the cam-
era pitch angle, and so on. The low computational complex-
ity of the proposed energy function opens the possibility of
real-time tracking in a smart camera network.

As a third contribution, we deploy the proposed frame-
work on our previously introduced baseline tracker10 and
assess the improvement in terms of both local tracking accu-
racy and precision. The entire tracking system is evaluated
on a self-captured indoor video as well as on outdoor videos
from publicly available datasets, such as CVLab-EPFL,11

PETS2009,12 and UvA train station.13 The evaluation results
show that deploying our occlusion handling on the baseline
tracker10 considerably improves the accuracy. On the S2.L1
video of the PETS2009 dataset, which is widely used as a
benchmark in literature, our tracker outperforms state-of-
the-art techniques5,14–21 in terms of multiple object tracking
accuracy (MOTA).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. 2, we provide an overview of existing methods for
occlusion handling in visual tracking. Then, we give the
detailed description of the proposed occlusion handling
method in Sec. 3. A systematic evaluation of the perfor-
mance of our framework and a discussion of results are pre-
sented in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, our paper is
concluded in Sec. 6.

2 Related Work
Despite the large amount of research performed for several
decades, a robust solution to visual tracking of multiple
targets remains challenging in many realistic scenarios and
applications. One of the most difficult problems in visual
tracking stems from the fact that even a simple target
interacting with other target(s) or static object(s) in the
scene may cause severe occlusions that negatively impact
the performance of a tracker. In single camera tracking, vari-
ous approaches have been proposed to handle the occlusion
problem. Some trackers1,2 merge targets that are involved in
the occlusion (both occluding and occluded targets) and
track them as one target. When occlusion is over, merged
targets are split and reidentified using image region associ-
ation methods, such as temporal template1 and region
covariance.2

Another approach to handle occlusion in a monocular
camera tracking system is to only track the nonoccluded
parts of the target.3–7 These trackers rely on a robust
segmentation of occluding and occluded targets using
color histograms4,7 or single/mixture of Gaussian color
models.3,5,6 In case of total occlusion, i.e., a target is
completely covered by other target(s) or objects(s), some
methods3,4,6 just pause tracking occluded targets and con-
tinue tracking nonoccluded targets only. The totally occluded
targets are reidentified and tracked again once the occlusion
is over. These methods are based on the concept of “object
permanence,”22 which suggests that a totally occluded target
will reemerge near its occluder. Since totally occluded targets
are not tracked (having just a rough idea that a target is some-
where behind the occluder), part of the trajectory of a target
where the total occlusion occurred is not available. These

missing parts of the trajectory are interpolated using motion
models in Refs. 5 and 7. However, due to the lack of actual
observations on a totally occluded target, an interpolated/
predicted target’s position based on a motion model may
be far from the actual position of the target.

The problem of missing observations due to a total occlu-
sion can be overcome using a network of cameras with over-
lapping views, observing targets in the scene from different
viewpoints. A target that is completely occluded in a particu-
lar camera view may be fully or partially observable in one
or more other camera views. Many multicamera tracking
systems14,15,23,24 directly rely on observations of targets in
all camera views for an estimation of targets’ positions.
Despite not having explicit occlusion handling in these meth-
ods, their evaluation results show that these trackers are
robust to occlusion. This implies that using observations
from different viewpoints compensates for the missing
observations of targets in occluded views with observations
from nonoccluded views. However, these methods try to
handle occlusion at a global level rather than at a local
level in individual smart cameras. Some multicamera
trackers8,9 perform occlusion detection and handling by fus-
ing local estimates to produce global estimates. The local
tracking in the tracker of Gruenwedel et al.8 uses probabilis-
tic foreground modeling to segment targets involved in an
occlusion as individual observations. In our previous
work,9 local tracking in a smart camera view pauses for
targets that are occluded in their view, assuming that these
targets will not be occluded in at least one of the other
cameras. These approaches still do not take the advantage
of available observations from other cameras for occlusion
handling at a local level.

However, in practice it is not always necessary to track a
target in all camera views, since observations in some cam-
eras are sometimes redundant depending on the scene con-
figuration. Based on this fact, Tessens et al. proposed a
method to effectively determine a view that contributes most
to the desired observation of a scene.25 However, once
the number of targets involved in the occlusion increases,
the probability of a single camera observing all targets
adequately is very small. Therefore, their later work26 pro-
posed a method to dynamically assign a subset with limited
size of all available cameras to track each target. Their
method simulates the observations from each camera view
for current time instance using estimated positions of persons
from previous time instance. Then, simulated observations
from a combination of different cameras are tested using
Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence framework27,28 to
find the camera combination that gives the position estimate
with the lowest uncertainty. In contrast, our method directly
analyzes how a particular person is occluded by other person
(s)/object(s) and whether the person is fully/partially inside
the view. Their proposed method is deployed on a tracker of
Munoz-Salinas et al.,29 which is also based on Dempster–
Shafer framework,27,28 to demonstrate that only using an
automatically selected subset with a limited number of cam-
eras for tracking each target can achieve the same accuracy as
when using all cameras.

In this paper, the proposed occlusion handling framework
is inspired by aforementioned multicamera trackers and best
camera/subset of cameras selection methods in a way that
each camera handles occlusion in its view with the help
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of a selected subset of other cameras. The main goal of our
work is to improve the local tracking accuracy in the view of
a smart camera with the assistance of other cameras when the
observations of targets in its view become inadequate. Local
tracking in the view of a smart camera is limited to obser-
vations in its own view as long as the quality of the obser-
vations over all targets is sufficient. When the observations
of a target become inadequate due to an occlusion, the smart
camera decides which one of the other smart cameras has the
best observation over the target and assigns the job of
tracking the target to it. In our framework, we use previously
estimated positions of all persons in the scene to assess the
severity of person–person occlusion. The magnitude of
object–person occlusion is assessed using object an occlu-
sion map, which can be automatically built by existing
techniques.30–34

3 Occlusion Handling by Per-Target Assistance
Task Assignment

3.1 System Setup and Notation
In this paper, we consider tracking in the view a particular
smart camera that is interconnected with other smart cameras
which are observing a scene where multiple people are mov-
ing around. A smart camera can communicate with other
cameras via wired/wireless communication. All smart cam-
eras are intrinsically and extrinsically calibrated. In this
work, we assume that all cameras know the calibration matri-
ces of the other cameras in the network. To be clear, we will
use the following terminology in the remainder of the paper:
any camera in the network is called main camera if we are
considering local tracking of that camera and all other cam-
eras are called assisting cameras. Depending on the camera
network configuration and the targeted application, local
tracking can be set to run on all cameras, i.e., all cameras
in the network are performing the task of both main camera
and assisting camera. Furthermore, we define some basic
notations

• C denotes the total number of smart cameras in the net-
work and M denotes the total number of targets being
tracked.

• s ¼ ðx; yÞT denotes a position on the ground plane in
world coordinates and r ¼ ði; jÞT denotes a position in
image coordinates. Given a projection matrix Rc of a
particular smart camera c, a position on the ground
plane s is projected on the image plane as r ¼ Rcs.

3.2 Target State Estimation
Local tracking of a smart camera c is achieved by estimating
the positions of all persons in the scene at time t by maxi-
mizing the product of the likelihood of the positions
s1t ; : : : sMt of M persons, given the foreground image Ft;c
computed from its image as an observation, and a motion
model Pðs1t ; : : : sMt js1t−1; : : : sMt−1Þ
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;135PðFt;cjs1t ; : : : sMt ÞPðs1t ; : : : sMt js1t−1; : : : sMt−1Þ: (1)

However, not all persons may be adequately observed by the
camera c due to occlusions. Let v ¼ ðv0; : : : vNÞT∶N⩽M
contains the IDs of N targets for which observations from

the camera c are adequate to make a reliable position esti-
mation. Each of the remaining positions is estimated by
other cameras in the network that have better observations.
Positions of persons, whose IDs are in the vector v, are
estimated by maximizing the likelihood as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;697ŝv1t ;::: ŝvNt ¼arg max
s
v1
t ;:::s

vN
t

PðFt;cjs1t ;:::sMt ÞPðs1t ;:::sMt js1t−1;:::sMt−1Þ:

(2)

When observations of all targets in the view of camera c are
adequate, the IDs of all M persons are in the vector v,
thus N ¼ M.

Local tracking in the view of camera c (main camera)
assesses if the quality of observation of a person m from
its view is adequate for reliable estimation of the target’s
position. If the observation is inadequate, the camera checks
if one other camera in the network has better observation
over the person m. In case that a camera ĉ with better obser-
vation over the person m is found in the network, the main
camera requests the camera ĉ to assist in the estimation of the
position of the person m. In order to give a clear overview,
pseudocode of our proposed method is presented in
Algorithm 1. The detailed descriptions on how to quantify
the quality of an observation over a target from the viewpoint
of a particular camera, i.e., computation of observation
energy E in lines 6 and 9 of the Algorithm 1, are presented
in the following Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 3.4, the process of how the
main camera assigns the tracking task of one or more targets
to a particular assisting camera, i.e., lines 30 and 31 of the
Algorithm 1 is thoroughly discussed.

3.3 Energy Function for Camera’s Observation
Quality Assessment

In a recursive tracking approach, the current position smt of a
target m is estimated based on current observations and prior
knowledge of previous position smt−1 of the target at time
t − 1. Due to physical constraints on human movement, a
person can only move a small distance in a single frame
interval. Therefore, the suitability for estimating the position
of a person in the next frame from a particular camera view
can be assessed from the currently estimated position of the
person. The quality of observation of a target in a particular
camera view is degraded by the presence of other target(s) as
well as static object(s), such as furniture between the target
and the camera. Moreover, the observation quality is also
considered low if it is partially/fully outside the FOV of
the camera, even though nothing is occluding the target.
Figure 1 shows all three types of scenarios that degrade
the quality of observation. Targets are shown as rectangular
boxes in the FOV of a camera. A static object, shown as an
octagram, partially occludes target 1 while target 3 is occlud-
ing target 2. There is no occlusion on target 4 but more than
half of the target is outside the FOV.

In a particular camera view, when static objects such as
furniture (indoor), lamp posts (outdoor), etc. partially/fully
cover a target, object–person occlusion occurs. The word
“static” is used because these objects never move (e.g.,
lamp post) or infrequently move (e.g., chairs) compared
to the movement of targets. These static objects must be
located first so that the magnitude of their occlusion over
targets can be assessed. Many approaches30–33 have been
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proposed to detect static occluding objects automatically.
These approaches construct a pixel-based occlusion mask,
similar to a binary image, shown in Fig. 2(b), for a camera
view that is a binary decision for each pixel if it is occluded
by a static object or not. A scene in which a lamp post and a
tripod located between the road (where people usually walk)
and the camera is shown in Fig. 2(a). An occlusion mask as
shown in Fig. 2(b) can be automatically30–33/manually con-
structed from a scene as shown in Fig. 2(a) to locate the static
objects in the image.

Once static objects in the scene are located, we can verify
that a person m at position smt is occluded by any static
object. It is done by projecting a three-dimensional (3-D)
model of a person (cuboid, cylinder, etc.) placed at smt on
the image plane of a camera c using calibration matrices.
This projected region on the image plane of camera c is
denoted as ωðsmt ; cÞ. If ωðsmt ; cÞ overlaps with any image
region where static objects are detected, then the person
m is considered as a target occluded by a static object.
The energy Eobjðc; smt Þ of this object–person occlusion must
be quantified in order to compare with other views.
Moreover, the energy Eobjðc; smt Þ must increase as more
body parts of the person m is covered by a static object,
i.e., directly proportional to the number of pixels of a static
object within ωðsmt ; cÞ. Therefore, it is defined as the ratio of
the number of pixels occluded by a static object (lightly
shaded region “A” of the octagram in Fig. 1) to the total
number of target’s pixels (rectangular region of target 1).
Therefore, the energy of static occlusion Eobjðc; smt Þ is
computed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;226Eobjðc; smt Þ ¼
P

r∈ωðsmt ;cÞOðr; cÞ
jωðsmt ; cÞj

; (3)

where Oðr; cÞ is a binary occlusion mask for a camera c in
which pixels occluded by one or more static objects have
value Oðr; cÞ ¼ 1 and otherwise Oðr; cÞ ¼ 0. An operator
j:j computes the area of any geometric shape. When there
is no static object occluding a person m in the view of
camera c, the energy of static occlusion is the lowest,
i.e., Eobjðc; smt Þ ¼ 0. It reaches its maximum value, i.e.,
Eobjðc; smt Þ ¼ 1, if a person m is completely occluded.
A more detailed voxel-based (3-D) occlusion map can

Fig. 1 Example of three scenarios that degrade the quality of camera
observation.

Algorithm 1 Occlusion handling by per-target tracking task
assignment.

1: Input: Estimated positions at previous time instance
St−1¼fs1t−1; : : : sMt−1g

2: Output: Newly estimated position at current time instance
St ¼ fs1t ; : : :sMt g

3: for each person ID m in f1; : : : Mg do

4: Set ĉ as the main camera cmain m as main camera cmain

5: Compute the observation energy Eðcmain;smt−1Þ of the main
camera’s view

6: for each assisting camera c do

7: Compute the observation energy Eðc;smt−1Þ of the assisting
camera’s view

8: if Eðcmain;smt−1Þ > Eðc;smt−1Þ then

9: Set ĉ as the assisting camera c

10: end if

11: end for

12: if ĉ is cmain then

13: Add m to v

14: else

15: Add m to uĉ

16: end if

17: end for

18: if v is not empty then

19: Estimate the new position of each person in v on the main
camera resulting Smain

t ¼ fsvt ∶ ∀ v ∈ vg

20: end if

21: Initialize Sassist
t as empty set: Sassist

t ¼ ϕ

22: for each assisting camera c do

23: if uc is not empty then

24: Request the assisting camera c to estimate the new
position of each person in uc

25: Receive the newly estimated position of each person in uc
from the assisting camera as Sc

t ¼ fsut ∶ ∀u ∈ ucg

26: Add Sc
t to Sassist

t : Sassist
t ¼ Sassist

t ∪ Sc
t

27: end if

28: end for

29: St ¼ Smain
t ∪ Sc

t

30: return St
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automatically be constructed using state-of-the-art methods
such a method proposed by Slembrouck et al.34

A person–person occlusion occurs when one person is
fully or partially blocking an observation of another person.
Therefore, the energy of person–person occlusion over a per-
son for a particular camera view is clearly depending on the
position of other persons in the scene. If a scene contains
other moving objects such as cars, these must also be tracked
to know their positions for dynamic object occlusion detec-
tion and handling. There exist many state-of-the-art vehicle
trackers35,36 in the literature. Once the positions of all persons
and other moving objects (for example, cars) are known, we
can simulate how these targets may appear in the view of
each camera to check whether persons are occluding each
other or a car is occluding one or more persons. However,
in this work, we consider a scenario that persons are the
only moving targets in the scene. To assess person–person
occlusion, 3-D models of a person (cuboid, cylinder, etc.)
are placed at positions of all M persons being tracked
s1t ; : : : sMt , and these 3-D models are projected on the
image plane of a camera c as ωðs1t ; cÞ; : : :ωðsMt ; cÞ. For sim-
plicity, we denote ΩðcÞ ¼ fωðs1t ; cÞ; : : :ωðsMt ; cÞg as a set of
projections of 3-D models of all M persons.

A person m at position smt is possibly occluded by one or
more other persons if the projection ωðsmt ; cÞ of the person
m overlaps with the union of the projections of all other
persons. The degree of possible occlusion is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;256ωperðsmt ; cÞ ¼ ωðsmt ; cÞ ∩
[

ω∈½ΩðcÞ\smt �
ω: (4)

The area of ωperðsmt ; cÞ increases as more body parts of the
person m is covered by other persons in the view of a camera
c. In Fig. 1, this overlapping region ωperðsmt ; cÞ is shown as a
shaded region “C” where the rectangles of targets 2 and 3
intersect. Since the energy of the person–person occlusion
Eperðc; smt Þ must be directly proportional to the area of
ωperðsmt ; cÞ, it is defined as the ratio of the number of pixels
in the projection overlap to the projection of a person m

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;127Eperðc; smt Þ ¼
jωperðsmt ; cÞj
jωðsmt ; cÞj

: (5)

When a person m is completely occluded by one or more
other persons, the energy of person–person occlusion is at

its highest, i.e., Eperðc; smt Þ ¼ 1. The person–person occlu-
sion energy is at its lowest, i.e., Eperðc; smt Þ ¼ 0 if no poten-
tial person–person occlusion exists for person m.

In a particular camera view, although a target is free from
both static and dynamic occlusion, the quality of observation
can still be inadequate if the target is not fully inside a cam-
era’s FOV. This scenario is shown in Fig. 1 where more than
half of target 4 is outside the camera’s FOV. A systematic
way of penalizing must be formulated to avoid estimating
a target’s position from a view in which the target is partially
out of the FOV, whenever possible. Moreover, the calibration
accuracy is usually higher in the center of a view. The energy
of a target observed outside the FOV EFOVðc; smt Þ must
increase as more body parts of the person m are outside
of the FOV of the camera c. Thus, it is defined as the
ratio of the number of target’s pixels outside of the camera’s
FOV (shaded region “B” of target 4 outside the camera’s
FOV in Fig. 1) to the total number of target’s pixels. It is
computed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;346Efovðc; smt Þ ¼ 1 −
jωðsmt ; cÞ ∩ RimgðcÞj

jωðsmt ; cÞj
; (6)

where RimgðcÞ is an FOV rectangle on the image plane of
a camera c. When a target is completely outside the FOV,
EFOVðc; smt Þ ¼ 1. If the entire target is inside the FOV,
EFOVðc; smt Þ ¼ 0.

All three energies discussed so far must be aggregated
into a single number so that the observation quality from dif-
ferent view points over a target can be compared for a selec-
tion of the most suitable view. In this paper, the proposed
aggregated energy Eðc; smt Þ is the sum of three individual
energies

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;191Eðc; smt Þ ¼ Eobjðc; smt Þ þ Eperðc; smt Þ þ EFOVðc; smt Þ: (7)

In practical applications, it is possible to multiply each
energy term with different weights to fine tune the tracking
performance for a specific environment. However, in this
paper, we use an equally weighted sum of the energies
terms as in Eq. (7) to keep our framework more general
and maintain lesser parameters to be tuned. If a target is com-
pletely inside the FOV of a camera with no occlusion, the
aggregated energy is the lowest; i.e., Eðc; smt Þ ¼ 0. A high
Eðc; smt Þ indicates a low quality of observation over a target

Fig. 2 Example of (a) original image and (b) occlusion mask O.
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m from the view of a camera c. Given the position smt of a
person m, the optimal camera view for tracking a person m
can be found as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;719ĉ ¼ arg min
c

Eðc; smt Þ: (8)

Once a suitable assisting camera ĉ for tracking a target m is
found by Eq. (8), a tracking task for the person m is trans-
ferred from the main camera to the assisting camera ĉ.
Assuming that calibration matrices and static occlusion
mask of all assisting cameras are preloaded, Eq. (7) can
be computed locally in the main camera without additional
information from any of the assisting cameras. Therefore,
our proposed camera selection does not put any additional
load to intercamera communication. The following section
discusses how an intercamera tracking task transfer is
performed.

3.4 Intercamera Tracking Task Assistance
In our framework, intercamera tracking task assistance and
data exchange involve sending and receiving a set of per-
sons’ positions with respective IDs, i.e., s ¼ ðx; yÞT and
m ∈ f1: : :Mg. The main camera also sends IDs of the
persons whose positions are to be estimated by an assisting
camera ĉ. Let’s recall Eq. (2) where the vector
v ¼ ðv0; : : : vNÞT∶N⩽M contains IDs of N persons whose
positions can be reliably estimated by a camera c.
Suppose that positions of the remaining persons whose
IDs are in a vector u ¼ ðu0; : : : uM−NÞT can be reliably
estimated by an assisting camera ĉ according to Eq. (8).
Then, the camera c sends previously estimated positions
fs1t−1; : : : sMt−1g and IDs in the vector u to the assisting camera
ĉ. Using previously estimated positions fs1t−1; : : : sMt−1g as
prior, the assisting camera ĉ estimates new positions of
persons whose IDs are in u as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;359

ŝu0t ; : : : ŝuM−N
t

¼ arg max
s
u0
t ;: : : s

uM−N
t

PðFt;ĉjs1t ; : : : sMt ÞPðs1t ; : : : sMt js1t−1; : : : sMt−1Þ;

(9)

where Ft;ĉ is a foreground image captured and computed by
the assisting camera ĉ. Since only positions and IDs are
exchanged between the main camera and the assisting cam-
eras, communication requirement in our framework is
very low.

3.5 Implementation
The proposed occlusion handling framework is integrated
into our previously implemented recursive tracker10 which
tracks multiple persons in real time by recursively maximiz-
ing the likelihood of an observation given the positions of all
persons. Foreground detected binary images computed by
a texture-based foreground detection method37 are used as
observations in the likelihood computation. We simply
use the likelihood function together with the default param-
eters reported in Ref. 10 as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;326;752

LcðStÞ ¼ PðFc;tjs1t ; : : : sMÞ
¼

Y

r∈ΩðStÞ
ð1 − ϵfÞFc;tðrÞϵ1−Fc;tðrÞ

f

Y

r∈=ΩðStÞ
ð1 − ϵbÞ1−Fc;tðrÞϵFc;tðrÞ

b ;

(10)

where ϵf and ϵb are the probability of a true foreground pixel
is detected as background and a true background pixel is
detected as foreground, respectively. The search space for
maximizing PðFc;tjs1t ; : : : sMt Þ is defined based on the
known positions of all persons at the previous frame
s1t−1; : : : s

M
t−1 and the fact that a person cannot move very

far between two consecutive frames. Then, the real-time like-
lihood maximization is performed by applying a greedy
search algorithm.

4 Performance Evaluation and Analysis

4.1 Video Sequences for Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our tracker in an indoor envi-
ronment, we use a video sequence captured at 20 fps in a
room of 8.8 × 9.2 m2. This video is captured using four cam-
eras with overlapping views and it has a total duration of
∼6 min. The resolution of the video is 780 × 580 pixels.
Up to four people are walking in the scene and they often
occlude each other. This video sequence will be called indoor
video sequence in the rest of the paper. For the performance
evaluation in an outdoor environment, we use the campus 1
video sequence, which is publicly available.11 The video
sequence is captured by Fleuret et al. for the performance
evaluation of their tracker based on occupancy mapping.38

Three DV cameras are used to capture the video sequence
at 25 fps with a resolution of 360 × 288 pixels. Up to
four people are simultaneously walking in front of the
cameras. Due to the low camera pitch angle, this sequence is
very challenging for accurate position estimation in a local
tracking of a smart camera. For both video sequences, ground
plane positions for each person have been manually annotated
every 20 frames.

For performance comparison with the state-of-the-art
trackers, we evaluate our tracker on the PETS2009 S2.L1
video sequence since it is widely used as a benchmark in
multiperson tracking literature for both monocular and
multicamera approaches. This video sequence is captured
at a quite low frame rate of ∼7 fps for 1.5 min and up to
eight persons are present in the scene. Although the length
of this sequence is relatively short, it contains various kinds
of multipeople tracking challenges, such as frequent object–
person/person–person occlusions and close proximity
between persons. Manually annotated ground truth39 is pub-
licly available for this video. However, users are warned that
the bounding boxes around people are not always perfectly
aligned due to articulation, interpolation (only key frames are
annotated and the bounding boxes for frames between them
are interpolated), and annotator mistakes.

Moreover, we also evaluate our tracker on a more recent
publicly available13 Train Station dataset that is recorded on a
platform of a train station. Up to four persons appear in the
scene having dynamic background with trains passing by
and people walking on the platform. Since, the lighting
conditions vary significantly over time, the dataset becomes
more challenging. This dataset is captured with three
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cameras with overlapping views at 20 fps with the resolution
of 752 × 560. The ground truth positions are manually anno-
tated every five frames. Both intrinsic and extrinsic param-
eters of cameras in all video sequences used for performance
evaluation are available. Furthermore, all video sequences
are frame synchronized.

4.2 Evaluation Criteria
To the best of our knowledge, there is no single standardized
evaluation metric to measure the performance in multitarget
tracking up to now. We select CLEAR MOT metrics40 out of
many available metrics since they are the most widely used
systematic evaluation metrics nowadays. Many state-of-the-
art trackers5,15–17,41 use these metrics to report their perfor-
mance and using the same criteria allow us to make a
straightforward comparison. CLEAR MOT metrics take
into account all types of errors produced by multiple object
tracking systems and summarize them into two metrics: the
multiple object tracking precision (MOTP) and the MOTA.
MOTP measures the total position error between the ground
truth and the tracker’s estimate pairs over all frames. This
error measurement is averaged by the total number of ground
truth and tracker’s estimate pairs.

MOTA summarizes the number of object misses, false
positives, and identity mismatches as a single number.
The tracked person is considered as lost when the
Euclidean distance between the ground truth and the track-
er’s estimate exceeds a threshold Td. Ideally, it is desirable to
have a tracker with high MOTP and MOTA. However, in
some cases, one of the two metrics may be more important
depending on the higher level applications that use the tra-
jectories of the tracker. In human behavior analysis based on
trajectories, MOTA is considered more important than
MOTP, since tracking loss, identity switches, and false pos-
itives may impose negative effects on the trajectory analysis.
On the other hand, in assistive applications such as automatic
assisting visually impaired people MOTP may be more
important performance indicator than MOTA since the sys-
tem must be able to locate a person with a high precision for
obstacle avoidance. However, MOTA is more robust to bias
and mistakes in manual ground truth annotation. Therefore,
we compare the performance of our tracker to state-of-the-art
trackers in terms of MOTA only.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Quantitative Evaluation
We run our baseline tracker10 on the aforementioned test
video sequences once with and once without the proposed
occlusion handling framework, to observe how much the
framework improves the performance of the baseline tracker.
The second and third columns of Table 1 show that MOTA of
the baseline tracker is increased by ∼3% on average for all
test video sequences by deploying the proposed occlusion
handling framework. However, there is only a small
improvement in MOTP as shown in the last two columns
of Table 1. The reason why occlusion problems have more
effect on MOTA than on MOTP is that when severe occlu-
sion occurs the tracker often loses the target rather than mak-
ing wrong position estimates. Tracking losses increase the
number of object misses (misst), which causes a decrease
in MOTA (MOTA ∝ 1

misst
). Moreover, lost targets are not

included in the calculation of MOTP. Therefore, occlusion
handling is not improving MOTP significantly. The MOTA
improvement due to occlusion handling is a bit higher in
campus 1 than in PETS2009 S2.L1 and indoor. The perfor-
mance evaluation on the train station dataset shows the high-
est improvement in MOTA: from 82% to 92%. The reason is
that the train station dataset contains very frequent and severe
person–person occlusions and the main camera alone is not
sufficient to estimate the positions of persons involved in
most occlusion cases. Getting assistance from appropriate
assisting cameras based on our method provides more
accurate position estimates resulting in significant MOTA
improvement.

When we visually examine the tracking results, we find
that our framework sometimes fails to handle the occlusion
due to a low calibration accuracy of the cameras. An example
of how assisted occlusion handling of our framework some-
times fails due to the low calibration accuracy of involving
cameras is shown in Fig. 3. In the view of the main camera
[Fig. 3(a)] target 3 is occluded by target 14 near the center of
the scene. Therefore, the main camera searches for a camera
with better view to track target 3 and finds that the assisting
camera 3 is the best camera for the task. Then, the main cam-
era assigns the tracking task to the assisting camera 3 using
projective geometry. Unfortunately, due to the low calibra-
tion accuracy of the assisting camera 3, the projected bound-
ing boxes in its view are not well aligned with the targets.
Only about half of the bodies of targets 3 and 14 fall within
the respective bounding boxes. This kind of misalignment is
usually corrected by position estimation. However, in more
severe case, the tracker sometimes drifts from a target’s real
position and completely loses the target. Although a numeri-
cal indication of the calibration accuracy of the video
sequences is not available, we found that camera calibration
accuracy of indoor and campus 1 video sequences is higher
than PETS2009 S2.L1 by visually checking the projection of
positions estimated by a particular camera onto an image
plane of other cameras.

The expected calibration accuracy of the cameras for suc-
cessful tracking task transfer is highly dependent of how well
local tracker on the cameras can correct the bounding box
misalignments. Moreover, as the size of both projected
bounding box and the target varies depending on their posi-
tion with respect to the position of the camera, it is not fea-
sible to express expected accuracy (projecting error) in pixel.
For instance, the projection error of 10 pixels may cause
slight bounding box misalignment for the targets closer to

Table 1 Comparison of MOTA and MOTP for the single camera and
the assisted tracking by our proposed framework.

Video

MOTA MOTP

Single Assisted Single Assisted

Indoor 95% 98% 72% 71%

Campus 1 78% 83% 60% 61%

PETS2009 S2.L1 92% 94% 76% 77%

Train station 82% 92% 67% 71%
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a camera whereas the projection error can cause complete
bounding box misalignment (target is completely outside
of the bounding box) for targets far away from the camera.
The more appropriate accuracy measurement would be the
percentage of the target’s region covered by the projected
bounding box. In our implementation, the local tracker10

is mostly able to correct the bounding box misalignment
if more than 50% of the target is covered by the projected
bounding box.

The baseline tracker achieves relatively lower MOTA
(78%) in campus 1 video sequence than the other two
sequences due to its small camera pitch angle. A small
camera pitch angle results in a less accurate 3-D position
estimation and a more severe person–person occlusion (an
occluded person can be completely covered by an occluding
person). However, by deploying our occlusion handling
framework on the baseline tracker, MOTA increases to
83%. When there is no occlusion, all persons are tracked
only by the main camera of campus 1 video sequence, as
shown in the first row of Fig. 4. A scenario in which a person
is severely occluded by another person of the same video
sequence is shown in the second row of Fig. 4. In the
view of the main camera, target 3 is occluded by target 7
but not in the view of the assisting camera 1. Therefore,
the tracking task of target 3 is transferred to the assisting
camera 1. Similarly, the first row of Fig. 5 shows a scenario
in which the main camera alone is sufficient enough to track
all targets reliably in train station dataset. However, the
tracking system demands assistance from assisting cameras
when complex occlusion occurs as shown in a second row of
Fig. 5. The detailed quantitative analysis of the tracking task
distribution over the main camera and the assisting cameras
is discussed in Sec. 5.3.

5.2 Performance Comparison
To validate the contribution of the proposed methods to the
state-of-the-art, it is crucial to compare the performance as
fairly as possible. An ideal way to achieve this is to evaluate
all methods on the same dataset and ground truth, using the
same evaluation criteria. However, in practice, only few
works publicly provide an implementation of their methods.
Reimplementing those methods on our own is a very time
consuming and usually does not result in exactly the same

algorithm. Even if working implementations are available,
finding optimal parameters for a particular dataset is not
trivial. Poor results for a particular tracker could be due to
nonoptimal parameter setting. One way to avoid all these
problems is to conduct a performance comparison to
reported evaluation results of the related works that use
the same dataset, ground truth, and evaluation criteria for
their evaluation. In visual people tracking, PETS2009 S2.
L1 video sequence has become a widely used benchmark.

Many state-of-the-art people trackers5,14–21,42 use the
PETS2009 S2.L1 video sequence to evaluate their work
in terms of aforementioned MOTA and MOTP matrices.
In the computation of MOTA and MOTP, all trackers use
the same ground truth,39 except in Refs. 15, 19, 21, and
42. The properties of each tracker, such as single or multiple
view tracker, the use of calibrated cameras or not, etc. are
listed in Table 2. The performance comparison in Fig. 6
shows that our proposed method outperforms all the state-
of-the-art trackers.

Moreover, Liem and Gavrila24 used the train station data-
set to compare the performance of multiple state-of-the-art
trackers KSP,15 KSP-App,43 RCTA,44 and their proposed
tracker (RCTAþ). Since MOTA of each tracker is reported
in their work, the performance of our tracker on the train
station dataset can be directly compared. In their comparison,
KSP-App gives the best performance with MOTA of 92%
while MOTA of KSP, RCTAþ, and RCTA are 91%, 89%,
and 72%, respectively. Although both KSP-App and our
method achieve the same MOTA on the train station dataset,
KSP-App uses all three camera views for all frames while
our method requires only one camera, i.e., only the main
camera without any help from the assisting cameras), for
almost 70% of the total frames. Another advantage of our
method over the KSP-App is the ability to process frame
by frame whereas KSP-App needs consecutive batches of
frames.

5.3 Utilization of Cameras and Communication
Bandwidth

In this section, we first analyze the utilization of cameras
when tracking on the PETS2009 S2.L1 video sequence.
Figure 7 shows how many cameras are actively involved
in the position estimation of all targets in each frame of

Fig. 3 Tracking task transfer of target 1 from (a) the main camera to (b) the assisting camera 3 which has
a low calibration accuracy.
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Fig. 4 Camera views of campus 1 video sequence: (a) main camera, (b) and (c) assisting cameras 1 and
2, respectively. The same target in different views is shown with bounding boxes in the same ID number
above the bounding boxes. A thin bounding box implies that a target is tracked by another camera, while
a thick bounding box indicates that the target is locally tracked.

Fig. 5 Camera views of train station video sequence: (a) main camera, (b) and (c) assisting cameras 1
and 2, respectively. The same target in different views is shown with bounding boxes in the same ID
number above the bounding boxes. A thin bounding box implies that a target is tracked by another cam-
era, while a thick bounding box indicates that the target is locally tracked.
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PETS2009 S2.L1. There are some periods in which people
are moving in the view of the main camera without occluding
each other for a while. In these periods, covering 67.7% of
the total number of frames, only the main camera actively
tracks all the targets. These periods can be clearly seen in
Fig. 7 especially between frame 218 to 276 and 370 to
465. Since PETS2009 S2.L1 contains very frequent occlu-
sions, at least two cameras (main camera + one of the assist-
ing cameras) are actively tracking in about 26.2% of all
frames. Only 0.1%, i.e., a single frame, of the total number
of frames requires all available cameras to be active in order
to estimate the position of every person in the scene. Active

tracking of three cameras are needed to estimate persons’
position in only 6% of the total number of frames.

Moreover, we examine the utilization of intercamera com-
munication bandwidth between the main camera and assist-
ing cameras. As discussed in Sec. 3.4, the main camera sends
previously known positions of all persons being tracked
together with IDs of persons whose positions are requested
to be estimated by a selected assisting camera, i.e., three
numbers per person (x, y, ID). The assisting camera responds
with locally estimated positions of the requested persons,
i.e., two numbers ðx; yÞ. Here we do not use number of
byte as a measurement for the data exchange since the num-
ber of byte required to represent x, y, and ID depends on
implementation details. Figure 8 shows the total amount
of numbers exchanged (transmit + receive) between the
main camera and assisting cameras to handle occlusion in
the view of the main camera for each frame. From observing
both Figs. 7 and 8, the number of active camera and amount
of numbers exchanged is directly proportional. When the
main camera does not need assistance from any of assisting
cameras, there is no intercamera data exchange. Once there
is at least one active assisting camera, intercamera data
exchange takes place. The amount of data being exchanged
depends on the number of active assisting camera and the
number of people being tracked.

5.4 Contribution of Cameras
It is also interesting to examine how position estimation tasks
are distributed over all cameras as well as how each assisting

Table 2 Properties of the state-of-the-art trackers for performance
comparison.

Name Type
Same

ground truth
Use

calibration

Yang et al.5 Single view No Yes

Berclaz et al.15 Multiple views No Yes

Breitenstein et al.42 Single view No No

Andriyenko and Schindler14 Single view Yes Yes

Bredereck et al.16 Multiple views Yes Yes

Milan et al.17 Single view Yes Yes

Bae and Yoon18 Single view Yes No

Xiang et al.19 Single view No No

Bae and Yoon20 Single view Yes No

Naiel et al.21 Single view No Yes

Fig. 6 MOTA comparison to state-of-the-art trackers for PETS2009
S2.L1 video.

c

Fig. 7 Number of active camera involved in estimation of persons’
positions in each frame of the PETS2009 S2.L1 video.

Fig. 8 Amount of numbers (positions and IDs of persons) exchanged
between cameras in estimation of persons’ positions in each frame of
the PETS2009 S2.L1 video.
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camera contributes to the improvement of local tracking in
the main camera. Therefore, we run our tracker with different
assistance camera combinations and analyze the results. The
distribution of position estimation tasks over cameras and
corresponding performance matrices for different assisting
camera combinations for PETS2009 S2.L1 is shown in
Tables 3 and 4. When all assisting cameras are allowed to
be used, the main camera processes 91% of position estima-
tion tasks and assisting camera 1, 2, and 3 process 4%, 2%,
and 3% of the tasks, respectively, as shown in the last row
of Table 3. When only one of three assisting cameras are
allowed to be used, estimation tasks processed by the main
camera slightly increases. Allowing only assisting camera 1
in occlusion handling does not increase MOTA although 4%
of the position estimation tasks are carried out by the assist-
ing camera 1. Since both cameras are observing the scene
with the similar view angle, a person being occluded in
the view of main camera is often occluded in the view of
assisting camera 1 as well. Although Eq. (8) selects assisting
camera 1 over main camera, the quality of observation from
its view may be insignificantly better than the main camera.
Therefore, assistance of assisting camera 1 in occlusion han-
dling is redundant. However, allowing only assisting camera
2 or 3 improves MOTA substantially.

Ideally, using all assisting cameras should increase the
tracking accuracy. However, in practice using an all assisting
camera does not always improve the tracker’s performance.
As aforementioned, MOTAmay drop due to misalignment of
projected bounding boxes while estimation tasks are trans-
ferred between cameras with low calibration accuracy.
Therefore, in some cases, the tracking accuracy may stay
the same or may even drop from adding an assisting camera
with low calibration accuracy. Thus, it would be beneficial if
the calibration accuracy is known (preferably accuracies for
each discretized ground positions to image coordinates) and
considered in extension of the proposed energy function
described in Eq. (7). In this work, we implement the estima-
tion task transfer between cameras only relying on projective
geometry to demonstrate the application of the proposed
framework. However, additional computer vision tech-
niques, such as locating the corresponding target in other
views using a person detector, a target association across
camera views using an appearance model, etc., can be
used for better alignment of a projected bounding box over
the corresponding target in the view of an assisting camera or
the main camera.

Furthermore, we analyze the MOTA improvement by
different assisting camera combinations for indoor video

sequence as shown in Table 5. Similar to the scenario of
main camera and assisting camera 1 of PETS2009 S2.L1,
there is no significant MOTA improvement when the
main camera gets assistance only from the assisting camera
3 in indoor video sequence. Since calibration accuracy of
cameras in indoor video sequence is high (average projection
error of one pixel for 3-D points used for calibration), it can-
not be due to the misalignment during task transfer resulting
from low calibration accuracy. The main reason is that both
main camera and assisting camera 3 are observing the scene
from a similar viewpoint, and observation quality over both
viewpoints is similar. Therefore, getting assistance from the
assisting camera 3 does not help much in occlusion handling,
compared to the assistance from assisting camera 1 and 2,
which are observing the targets from completely different
viewpoints.

5.5 Influence of Static Occlusion Mask Accuracy
According to Eq. (7), the optimality of the camera selection
is directly proportional to the accuracy of the automatic
occlusion mask estimation. An under estimated occlusion
mask may result in lower Eobj and over estimation may
give higher Eobj than the actual energy, causing the method
to select suboptimal assisting camera. However, using the
occlusion map allows the main camera to compute the ener-
gies Eobj of all assisting cameras locally without needing
the actual observed images from the assisting cameras. To
observe how our method performs when occlusion mask
O is under/overestimated, our method is evaluated with
the occlusion mask in Fig. 2 dilated or eroded using circular
structuring element with different diameter (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, 18, and 20 pixels). Examples of dilated and eroded
occlusion mask are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). The results
show that MOTA varies between 93% and 95% (still better
than the tracking results without any assistance) as the

Table 3 Target’s position estimation task distribution for different
camera combinations in PETS2009 S2.L1 video.

Main
camera

Assisting
camera 1

Assisting
camera 2

Assisting
camera 3

96% 4% Excluded Excluded

94% Excluded 6% Excluded

93% Excluded Excluded 7%

91% 4% 2% 3%

Table 4 MOTA achieves by different camera combinations in
PETS2009 S2.L1 video.

Included assisting cameras MOTA MOTP

All assisting cameras 94% 76%

Assisting camera 1 92% 77%

Assisting camera 2 94% 77%

Assisting camera 3 93% 77%

Table 5 MOTA achieves by different camera combinations in indoor
video.

Included assisting cameras MOTA MOTP

All assisting cameras 98% 71%

Assisting camera 1 96% 72%

Assisting camera 2 97% 71%

Assisting camera 3 95% 71%
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diameter of the circular structuring element changes as
shown in Fig. 10. This indicates that our method is still able
to select the most appropriate assisting camera for occlusion
handling relying on the other two energy terms: Eper and
EFOV, although Eobj does not reflect the actual static
occlusion due to inaccurate occlusion mask.

5.6 Processing Time
Since our proposed optimal camera selection is purely based
on the projective geometry of cameras, the average compu-
tation time (measured on all three test video sequences)
required for each frame is about 0.2 ms on an Intel
Core2Quad at 2.66 GHz. The average processing time of
the prototype baseline tracker for a video frame with reso-
lution of 768 × 576 is about 31 ms on the same computer.
This allows our proposed method to track multiple people
in real time at about 30 fps. If the processing time of the
baseline tracking can be reduced, for example, by precom-
puting projected bounding boxes, the overall system can
track with higher frame rate.

5.7 Adaptability and Scalability
In theory, if there is no constraint on computation time and
each person is not severely occluded in at least one camera
view, our method should be able to track all persons reliably
for any number of persons in the scene. Regardless of the

number of persons in the scene, if there is no occlusion
(best case) in the view of main camera, the main camera
alone is enough to take all persons reliably. The theoretical
worst case occurs when M persons are either occluding each
other or occluded by static objects such that each person
must be observed from different viewpoints to have no/
less occluded observation for reliable tracking. In this
case, number of camera required is the number of person
being tracked. Fortunately, such a worst case hardly occurs
in practice. Moreover, it is not feasibility/common to install
many cameras to observe the same scene of interest in sur-
veillance application. If the number of available cameras is
fixed for practical reason, the performance of the system is
more likely to drop as the number of person increases, i.e.,
higher chance that a person may be severely occluded in all
camera views. For real-time application, the maximum num-
ber of persons being tracked is limited by the speed of a local
tracker. In our current implementation, tracking time for each
frame increases with the number of persons being tracked.
Therefore, the limit on maximum number of persons is
reached, when tracking time for all persons exceeds the
processing time allowed for real-time application.

Furthermore, there is a possibility to adapt our occlusion
handling framework for the network of cameras with pan-
tilt-zoom functionality or even for the network of moving
cameras. However, this adaptation faces many challenges.
The first challenge is that cameras must be automatically
recalibrated once they pan/tilt/zoom/move. The action of
pan/tilt/zoom/move must be constrained so that their over-
lapping views cover all persons being tracked. The static
occlusion mask must be recomputed and local tracker on
a camera must be able to cope with moving/changing back-
ground due to pan/tilt/zoom/move action. The moving/
changing background problem is even more difficult to
solve in a foreground/background segmentation-based
tracker since most foreground/background segmentation
methods are based on the loose assumption that the back-
ground is static or only part of the background changes
very slowly. Assuming that all these problems are solved,
the performance of our method in a network of cameras
with pan-tilt-zoom/move functionality should still be the
same. If there is an algorithm to automatically adjust the
cameras in a configuration such that occlusion in all camera

Fig. 9 Static occlusion maskO for the main camera of PETS2009 S2.L1 video (a) dilated and (b) eroded
by circular structuring element with diameter of 10 pixels. Original static occlusion mask is shown in
Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 10 Influence of occlusion map accuracy over the performance of
our proposed method when evaluated on the PETS2009 S2.L1 video
sequence.
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views are minimum using pan/tilt/zoom/move action,
tracking accuracy may even be improved. However, auto-
matic recalibration of cameras, pan/tilt/zoom/move action
planning, and static occlusion mask recomputation impose
additional computation load to the framework.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an occlusion handling framework
for person tracking by a smart camera in a multicamera
network assisted by other cameras only when needed.
Moreover, an extensible energy function was proposed for
selecting the optimal assisting camera for tracking an
occluded target in the main camera’s view. The proposed
framework was integrated in our previously proposed base-
line tracker with a simple projective geometry-based task
transfer strategy to demonstrate how well it can handle occlu-
sions. The complete tracker was evaluated on both indoor
and outdoor video sequences with frequent person–person
and object–person occlusions. The results show that a sub-
stantial performance improvement is achieved by deploying
our proposed method over the baseline tracker. When com-
pared to a selection of the state-of-the-art trackers, performed
on the same datasets, and using the same evaluation criteria,
our tracker outperforms. The low computational require-
ments of our projective geometry-based camera selection
and the low bandwidth requirement allow real-time tracking.
Despite the good performance on the test videos, there are
still many possibilities to further improve the performance
as we discussed throughout this paper. These possibilities
will be explored in our future work.
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